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EDITORIAL DEP ARTME NT NOTE
It has been the practice to limit each issue of the N. A. C. A.
Bulletin to a single subject. It sometimes happens, however,
that we have available individual articles relating to different
fields, and the merit of these articles seems to justify publication even though two or more unrelated articles are included
in a single Bulletin. Such is the case this month. Our first
article is ap excellent example of the applicability to management control in a particular industry of the tools of budgetary
control, standard costs and other advanced methods which our
Association has done so much to encourage. Our second article
deals with plant accounting with particular reference to the public utility field. Our readers in public accounting and in other
fields will find in this article considerable food for thought,
particularly in the control through plant records of the investment in operating plants.
The first article is by Paul M. Millians, who is with the
U. S. Maritime Commission as Financial Expert. Mr. Millians
is a graduate of the Georgia Institute of Technology and was
one of the group which organized our Atlanta Chapter. He is
a former Treasurer of the Ernest L. Rhodes Co. of Atlanta
and was subsequently Vice President and General Manager.
In that capacity he carried on extensive studies in production
methods in plant manufacturing for the millinery trade. He
moved to Washington in 1934 as a financial expert for the
United States Shipping Board.
Our second article is by Herman W. Boozer, a C. P. A. (of
New Hampshire) who received his academic training at Newberry (S. C.) College and at Pace Institute, New York City.
Following his discharge from the Army in 1919, Mr. Boozer
entered the employ of the U. S. Treasury in Washington. A
year later he accepted a position with Pace & Pace in New
York City and was Manager of their Technical Department
when, in 1923, he resigned to accept a position with Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. in Atlanta. In 1925 he resigned his position
as Assistant Manager of the Atlanta office of this firm and
became Assistant General Auditor of the Alabama Power Co.
Promoted a year later, Mr. Boozer served as General Auditor
until recently when he resigned to join the Georgia Power Co.
as General Auditor. He has served as Chairman of the Accounting Committee of the Southeastern Section of the National
Electric Light Association, and was one of the charter members
and a Vice President of our Birmingham Chapter,
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MANAGEMENT

CONTROL OF
OPERATION

SHIP

-LINE

By Paul M. Millian s, Shippi ng Board
Bureau, Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
SOME time ago I read in a leading shipping periodical: "Shipping management has not developed as rapidly and as comprehensively as manufacturing management. . . . Executives in
the shipping business have not in general been trained in the
management principles which have done so much for manufacturing." This was written by one eminently qualified to make
such an observation. Therefore, discussion of management control for ship -line operation will revolve around the new attitude
toward management, representative of tendencies in American
industry.
No doubt some ship- operating companies have been responsive
to ideals of effective management. But undoubtedly there is still
a strong spirit of opportunism in the shipping industry, born of
operating conditions radically different from what they are today.
Where it exists it is conspicuous. And the almost paradoxical
thing is that this spirit of opportunism does not extend beyond
management.
The ship - builder is not an opportunist. Naval architects develop a pattern and hand it over to steel workers, riveters, and
craftsmen. Every part of the vessel is blue - printed. Each part
is studied separately and in its relation to the whole. Back of each
part trial and error, famous twins of progress, have played a big
part. Experience of the past has been accumulated and classified.
Research has been employed to find the one best way. All of
this is methodically formulated and arranged into a complete pattern. The steel worker, the riveter, the craftsman, understand
their part,, their responsibility, their contribution to the co- ordinate
whole.
The master of a vessel is certainly not an opportunist. Remarkable instruments of navigation have been developed so that the
master may better steer his course to an objective which has been
charted with exacting thoroughness. Against this chart the master
is constantly checking his position. Numerous instruments line the
1
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bridge to indicate trouble while there is still time to do something about it. There is the fathometer to tell when the vessel
is getting into dangerous water.
The building or the navigating of a ship is no more of an exact
science than the building of an efficient ship company. There
must be an organization "pattern," a measurement of "parts" and
applied research, if the forces which build or destroy the business are to be known and not guessed at. There must be instruments of navigation, so to speak, if management is to direct the
course of the business rather than permit it to drift.
Yes, there are probably some uncontrollable forces in the international scope of ship operation which are not inherent in shipbuilding or ship- navigation. But think what an element of chance
there would be in ship - building if the method described was not
followed; think what the hazards of ship- navigation would be
without charts and instruments as aids to the trained master.
Unfortunately, all shipping executives are not mindful of the
danger of an unplanned, uncharted business. It does not occur
to all of them that there are profit hazards which may be escaped
if management develops a "fathometer" to tell when the business,
or any part of it, is getting into dangerous water. It does not occur to all of them that a course to profits can be charted. Certain
it is that the profit objective cannot always be reached because of
adverse trade winds and economic storms. It is equally certain,
however, that an experienced business navigator using proper instruments won't be blaming economic storms for lack of profits
when the ship of business may be floundering on the mud -flats of
inefficient operation.
These contrasts may sound incongruous, but they really are
not. Lacking pertinent measures concerning the profit side of
the business, and not being organized to compile true performance
of ports, ships, departments and individuals, the business can be
very appropriately compared to ignoring sound laws of shipbuilding, or to the operation of one of its vessels without chart, compass or sounding device.
Probably I have extended these comparisons too far. But if
my premise is correct, that durably effective ship operating management needs sound organization and planning as in ship-building; that the master of the business, like the master of a vessel,
2
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needs instruments of navigation, the comparisons are significant.
Like every instrument, management instruments, their use and
their limitations, must be understood, or they may lead astray
rather than help. Untrained men might apply them to the situation —they do not fit. No method, no record, however ingenious,
can ever take the place of the human mind; so, the value of the
control records to be discussed will be in exact proportion to the
capacity of management to use them in gaining a correct viewpoint
on the complex problems of ship operation. Used by practical
men in a practical way, the methods to be suggested have always
had a salutary and progressive influence upon the business employing them correctly.
So to present principles of control records rather than technique
and extent of application, let us consider in their relation to ship line operation, the following:
i. Financial acounting, its use and its limitation.
2. Cost accounting —its purpose.
A. Developing costs.
B. Standard costs.
C. Inspection of cost in terms of "standards."
3. Management control.
A. Sound organization.
B. The operating budget — flexibe planning.
Financial Accounting: A Statement

of Principles

While there are some exceptions, most of the accounting procedures observed in ship- operating companies are strongly tinged
with accounting traditions rooted in usage formed long before
there was such a thing as management as we know it today. Generally, the classifications and procedures are ineffective for current
management purposes.
As an instrument of management the purpose of financial accounting demands that its character, its particular entries and its
procedures, be determined by the questions it is called upon to
answer. What then is an important question a ship -line executive is most likely to ask ? — "How much did we spend expressed
in totals of expense accounts"? That is a poor approach. Results
expressed in totals of expense accounts are tragically inadequate
3
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as an aid to management in eliminating waste and directing the
course of the business.
More than likely the executive of superior excellence, knowing
that his power to obtain optimum results rests largely upon his
ability to get others to work for him, has selected subordinates
bel *eved to possess the technical knowledge and ability to control
the intimate details connected with the various functions of his
shipping business. By functions, as the word is used, is meant
the logically separable units upon which the success or failure of
the business depends.
To each of these functional units having a distinct entity and a
responsible manager, he has delegated both achievement and cost
incidental to its performance. It seems, therefore, that a question to be answered by the accounting records would be: What
are these men and the responsible units they head contributing
to net results?
The chief value of financial accounting is to reflect results as
accurately and clearly as possible, but not, definitely not, in totals
of expense accounts. If the natural functions are carefully determined they are those upon which the success or failure of the
business depend. Then, as naturally as water rises into vapor, all
records should correspond to them, and show both in absolute and
relative form their contribution to the achievement of the business as a whole.
Though there will be differences in detail varying with the
type of shipping company, the fundamental principle for the general accounting pattern is rather definitely fixed. Briefly, it is
that all primary records such as invoices and payrolls flow by
orderly process and records to each separate activity and stop
there. Then these results by natural divisions of operation constitute the total figure of complete operation.
As an illustration: The four natural divisions common to all
ship -line operations are: ( t ) Operation of vessels, (a ) Terminal
operations, (3) Cargo operations, and (4) Administrative costs.
All records in accounting form take these total results in the
operating section of the general ledger and open them out like a
fan through subsidiary records, to voyages, various segments of
the voyage, and to responsible operating and administrative divisions. Or putting it obversely, all records in accounting form are
4
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finally condensible into control accounts in the operating section of
the general ledger.
So much for the general accounting pattern. Such a pattern is
not uncommon; however, much of the accounting observed in
ship- operating companies is a scramble of figures, utterly without
meaning, and failing miserably to answer the why, how much, and
where of gain and losses.
Cost Accounting
Cost accounting has been described as business chemistry. This,
I believe, is a very descriptive definition of its purpose —the breaking down of a business into its various "parts," studying them
separately and in their relation to the total enterprise. Certainly,
this is of vital importance in order to identify losses or gain, so
that losses due to controllable factors may be eliminated and
sources of gain developed.
Probably a brief explanation of the purpose of cost accounting
for ship operation will be interesting to those who know its two
purposes; the control of operations, and a contributing factor in
the determination of prices. Except in a very general way there
is no relation between ocean freight rates and the cost of the service of transportation for which they are collected. Rates are not
determined by a mathematical calculation of cost, and are usually
the result of influences entirely foreign to cost. Accounting for
cost in ship -line operation has no rate -fixing objective.
It seems inevitable, however, that in the not distant future some
effort will be made toward a more scientific determination of ocean
freight rates. I believe the railroads have made some progress in
the direction of establishing some definite relation between cost
and rates. Of course, in ocean transportation there is a general
relationship between rates and cost. Like every other business,
the profit or loss equation is income less outgo; so it naturally
follows that the general level of rates cannot long remain below
the general level of costs without serious consequences.
The point I want to emphasize is that for the present, at least,
the cost procedure to be outlined is a convenient device for
eliminating waste and for appraising the net revenue value of a
voyage, or one kind of port, or one human contribution in terns
of another. Beyond this, however, costs, properly accumulated
5
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and classified by types of vessels, cargo capacities, ports, etc., will
aid measurably in developing viewpoints on the whole rate structure, probably not now possessed by those with ripened shipping
experience.
Distribution ofCost to the Voyage
In ship -line operation the voyage is the common measure of
income and cost rather than a calendar period. Therefore, the subsidiary cost ledger in addition to breaking the main groups in the
control ledger down to further detail, distributes detail expenditures to the voyage unit, and then to units of the voyage, ports, sea passages, etc. Now distribution is made to voyages, complete and
incomplete, by straight accounting procedure, which is not here
material. As you will surmise, an incomplete voyage is one in
"process" and the general cost procedure follows the familiar
work -in- process principle.
Distributing costs to the voyage requires a general explanation,
as proper grouping of costs in relation to the operating activity
which influences them is of paramount importance for reasons
to be later described. The major groups and sub - groups of cost
for the voyage are:
Operations in port.
A. Cargo handling.
B. Terminal operations. Dockage and wharfage. Port
charges.
C. Cost of vessel. Vessel time. Fuel consumed in port.
2. Operations at sea.
A. Vessel time.
B. Fuel consumed at sea
3. Other voyage expense.
Canal tolls, miscellaneous. Voyage costs.
4. Indirect burden.
All shore operations of a "selling," administrative or
supervisory nature.
By this grouping, operations which are similar and comparable
are brought together both in detail and summary figures. Without
such grouping, measures of performance (standards) and inspection of actual results in terms of these standards are impossible.
6
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Following the suggested principle of studying and measuring
"parts" of the business, the port is a very important unit of operation. Its contribution to net results over a period of time
should be a known quantity. So to each port is distributed cost of
the vessel's time in port measured from the pilot station of each
port. This, with all other costs incidental to entry and clearance
of the vessel, constitutes the total cost (exclusive of cargo cost)
for the port, to be appraised in relation to its revenue value.
Determining the revenue value of a port is a rather involved
procedure, because revenue accrues at a port. It is not earned
until the cargo for which it is collected is delivered at its port
or ports of discharge. Briefly, and it can be discussed only briefly,
against the revenue accrued at each port is charged the cost of
originating and loading the cargo and the cost of unloading at the
port or ports of discharge. When this is determined there is left
a balance of revenue from each port available for cost of service
(all costs other than those incidental to cargo operations).
Such a procedure may be questioned by some deadly - practical
shipping executive who sees the variety of cargo handled as a
barrier to such an appraisal. The sole purpose, however, is to
arrive at a viewpoint on the sustaining value of a port, and the
results obtained by such a routine analysis must be read with a
view to obtaining this viewpoint. They must be read with proper
consideration of all other factors which might influence a decision:
potential value of the port, the contribution of the revenue to fixed
costs, etc.
Still following the procedure of distributing costs: Operations
at sea are measured in terms of passages between pilot stations of
each port. To each passage is distributed cost of vessel time, and
fuel consumed in passage.
The third group, "Other Voyage Expense," needs no explanation.
The fourth group, "Indirect Burden," is the administrative cost.
In reality there are no administrative costs, for in the last analysis all expenses are incurred for the one purpose of making the
voyage. So proper costing requires that the various units of administrative effort find their way to the voyage. Only by so doing
can an accurate voyage result be determined. Of course, accurate
7
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cost records should be kept for each logical division of administrative effort, which should then be credited out by charges to the
voyage. The method used for apportionment of administrative
cost to the voyage will vary with the character of the administrative effort.
This is a rather long explanation of cost distribution, but it is
a very important point. All operating costs must be grouped in
relation to the operating activity out of which they have grown,
and not by the nature of the expenditure itself. How much was
spent for fuel oil is perfectly meaningless unless related to the
operating activity which influenced its cost. What was paid in
commissions to freight brokers doesn't answer the important question— "What is it costing to originate cargo ?" Yet you will find
in many ship - operating companies that commissions to agents
and brokers are considered as voyage expense, the cost of the
traffic department as administrative overhead, and this without
apportioning to the traffic department some costs which directly
grow out of its function.
Standard Costs: A Statement of Principles
So far I have discussed the mechanical routine of developing
performance data. A procedure such as this is designed to permit
the establishment of various measures (standards) and in the
process of inspecting operations in terms of cost, to reveal immediately any variation from established measures of satisfactory
performance.
Those familiar with cost standards will not confuse the term
"standard with some fixed measure applicable only to an exact
repetitive operation, or to some gaily colored speculative measure
impossible of attain rent. Without going into a lot of "how"
in the development of standards for ship -line operation, I will
cover this very teclmical part of the discussion with the statement:
Developed from correct data by correct thinking, "standards"
represent a measure for each unit, the attainment of which will
be a credit to the i ndividual responsible for its maintenance.
And most emphatically these standards are not fixed measures.
When better ways are found for the use of materials; when better
processes are deticrmined ; when personnel becomes responsive to
the very human, desire to beat its own standard, the old standard
8
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is discarded and the new achievement becomes the standard against
which future performance is measured. Practically, it pegs a
superior performance and holds it there until a better way is
found. Supervising operations in this way can never lead to stagnation. The human element, the very thing records reflect but
never identify, is brought into play.
Many will deny that costs and cost variations in ship operation
are subject to definite laws which can be established. Repetition
of similar operations in a given trade forms the underlying theory
which makes possible the establishment of accurate performance
measures by which current operations may be judged, more efficient processes determined, and future operations planned.
Consider this method in contrast with a comparison of totals of
expense accounts with what expenses were last voyage, or last
year. Such a comparison fails utterly and dismally to identify
preventable inefficiencies. If costs this voyage were approximately the same as they were the last voyage, serious inefficiencies might be overlooked. They might be offset by the elimination
of previous inefficiencies, and consequently the total would remain
about the same. What costs were is not important. What costs
should he is the vital consideration.
Improvement in methods, morale, and above all, profits, has
been the inseparable companion of what we know today as management by "standards." A limited application to one shipping
line is overwhelmingly convincing that it offers a most effective
means of bringing preventable waste to the attention of management— promptly.
Inspection

of Operations in Terms of Cost.

While time limits an inclusive discussion, let us see how we can
practically apply this principle of standards in the actual inspection of operations. Remember, however, that our standards are
measures of control, and do not reveal all underlying causes, should
actual performance vary from standard. Interpretation of causes
for variation must be sprinkled with sound common sense and
practical knowledge of the operation measured. They do point
immediately to a changing condition. If the change is significant,
interpreted in the light of this practical knowledge of the executive
responsible for the cost, further study may be necessary.

9
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As a broad illustration of the use of standards, consider an actual passage at sea compared with a predetermined standard, the
object of which is to determine the performance of a particular
vessel as a whole. From accumulated classified performance data
reasonable working standards have been developed. The standard
(normal) distance for a particular passage is measured by sea
lanes established by the hydrographic office. Consideration is
given to the most ideal sea lane for the season in which the
voyage is made, and the standard time required for the passage.
There is a standard for consumption of fuel at varying speeds.
From these several standards a satisfactory or "standard cost" for
the passage is calculated.
It is not expected, however, that actual cost will precisely agree
with the standard cost for the passage. Rough weather would decrease the mileage per ton of fuel. It would probably increase the
cost of "Vessel Time" due to a longer passage.
Obviously, a variation from the standard or normal passage
due to rough weather would represent an excessive cost over
standard which could not be avoided. In the process of inspecting costs, the port staff will scrutinize carefully the ship's log to
ascertain if this explanation of the excess is correct. Accumulated
variations of the past will enable the port staff to do this more understandingly.
But suppose under fair weather conditions fuel consumption is
over standard at the maintained speed for the passage (let us assume a longer time in passage under fair weather conditions).
These excesses could be due to many things that would require
immediate explanation by the master and investigation by the
operating staff in port.
Probably a substantial excess of fuel consumption at the maintained speed for the nautical miles steamed, would be due to
machinery not being in proper condition, to a poor grade of fuel,
to careless operating personnel in the engineer's department.
Longer time in passage could be due to poor navigation of the
vessel.
Just one very general illustration of inspection of cost in terms
of port operations. Port operations fall naturally into two classes:
10
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A. Actual handling of cargo and all costs incidental to it.
B. Cost incidental to entry and clearance of the vessel. This
includes all costs exclusive of cargo operations.
Each port has different costs for terminal facilities. Costs of
entry and clearance of the vessel differ widely. However, again
applying the law of occurrence and recurrence for a particular
vessel calling at a particular port, standard or normal costs can
be accurately established for each port unit. At some ports certain
costs are fixed by volume of cargo, so occasionally a measure of
cost variable to volume of cargo may be necessary. Again, however, this has to do with the technical process of determining
standards. In the process of inspection, as long as port costs at
actual are in relation to the predetermined standard of what
costs at a particular port should be, the actual cost is of no immediate concern.
Consider next two important port operations, both of which
the "time is money" adage fit admirably: ship's time and cargo
handling.
With the exception of repair time, ship's time in port falls into
two classes:
i. Dead time —time spent in port when the vessel is not
available for cargo and usually consumed waiting berth or
anchorage.
a. Cargo time —the time the ship is available for working
cargo.
Dead time should not vary to any considerable degree from the
established measure for this cost at each port. Variation from
standard will show immediately the agility with which the vessel
is handled, and cost for the dead -time period in excess of normal.
The cost of dead time should be considered in the same category
as port changes —a necessary cost of entering the port and not
in the least influenced by the volume of cargo handled.
Cargo time is largely influenced by the volume of cargo handled.
An exception to this would be a vessel waiting for cargo. This,
however, could be a reflection upon the agent at the port, and
such an occurrence would be immediately revealed in the analysis
of actual performance, against the measure of ship's time required
for handling a particular volume of cargo.
11
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Determining the time necessary for cargo handling requires the
use of certain indices established by study of past performance at
each port, the general or specific type of cargo, and the efficiency of
port facilities. For instance, using a ton -gang hour (the average
amount of cargo handled by one stevedore gang in one hour) a
measure can be established which is sufficiently accurate for the
purpose it is intended to serve, the underlying theory here being that at a given port the average run of cargo upon which such
a measure is predicated will not vary greatly. I should say this
is a proved fact rather than a theory.
Such a measure of time permits inspection of stevedoring costs
represented by costly overtime work. Frequently overtime is
very necessary in order to save the more costly ship's time. With
a measure of gang -hours for an average run of cargo, the number
of hatches available for working and the time the vessel was available for working cargo, significant variations will be shown in the
process of inspecting actual port operations in terms of predetermined standards. At times the causes for variation will be easily
identified. Other variations may only show symptoms of a condition requiring a more detailed supplementary study.
These two rather general examples of inspection of actual results are to illustrate the application of standard cost procedure
for ship operation. Their value, if any, is in suggestiveness. This
same method is employed in the inspection of all costs. It i s a
convenient method of adapting to management's problems the principle of exceptions long recognized by engineers and cost accountants. It relieves executives in top positions of detail analysis
of costs, and permits them to go immediately to the spots showing
trouble.
In concluding a discussion of standards and inspection of cost
in terms of "standards," two very important things should be
mentioned. While the procedure for standard cost probably sounds
complex, and it is to an extent, standard cost actually results in
less accounting. This is a demonstrable fact where the procedure
is properly designed and applied. Second, it does something no
other method seems to do. "Standard" measures of performance
tend to develop in the personnel a strong spirit of cost saving, a
striving for better performance.
12
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Management Control —Sound Organization
What I have discussed so far leads to the concluding aspects
of my subject, in fact, of Management Control itself.
If I have left any impression at all, it must be that the shipping
business, like every business, including a large operation on the
part of the fabled mousetrap manufacturer, should be a group
of specialized activities; that to each specialized activity having a.
responsible head should be delegated both achievement and cost
incidental to its performance; that both responsibility and corresponding authority can be safely delegated because it is
measured.
Important as it is, may I emphasize again that executive responsibility corresponds exactly with the natural divisions of operation. For example, in cargo operations one executive has
charge of all loading and discharging at all ports, and is responsible
for methods and costs. To the executive handling pier operations
should be delegated the responsibility for all terminal facilities,
methods and costs. Operation of vessels, methods and costs, should
be a definite responsibility of the port captain and port engineer.
The responsibility of all "selling" activities should be definitely
fixed.
This leaves for men in top positions their own function which
cannot be delegated — leadership. If the whole mental energy of
the chief executive is absorbed in mastering details of administration, it leaves him little time for study of broader fundamentals
which underlie all business; for the study of factors which tie up
his shipping business with the trend of business at large; for applied research, not research which leads to theoretical conclusions,
but an inquiring attitude as to the best way to use men, materials,
processes, equipment.
But before all this the chief executive has his own administrative
job. It is to facilitate and co- ordinate the efforts of those responsible for the specialized activities. And this can be done only if
the related efforts and problems of each activity are effectively
brought to a focus. Over - striving in one activity could very conceivably be to the detriment of another. The generally accepted
"focal point" and probably the most generally misunderstood control record is the "Operating Budget."
13
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The Operating Budget— Flexible Planning
Budgeting, business planning, or any of the other numerous
terms used, seems to find opposition in the shipping industry, because there are admittedly many chance factors in international
ship operation. No business is static however. Every business
has a way of "changing without notice." So it has been long recognized that an operating budget must be "flexible." There seems
to be a rooted conviction in the shipping industry generally that
if you can't "guess" at what revenue and costs are going to be
—why forecast? Evidently this is because the purpose of an operating budget is not understood, or that it is confused with financial forecasting.
Compared with the illustration of the naval architect, the operating budget is the business architect's master blue print. Not
necessarily a forecast of precisely what is going to happen, but a
blue print of what will have to happen in accepted measures of
activity during the ensuing period if certain results are to be
achieved —a blue print showing how each activity affects every
other activity, a method of establishing and watching relationships
between the "parts," studying changes which are influencing them
and the business as a whole.
If performance data has been properly accumulated and classified over a reasonable period of time, a lot of the "chance" has
been eliminated, particularly the forecast of "Cost of Service." We
may say roughly that the "Cost of Service" is within control of
the management, that is, the frequency of sailings, the vessels to
be employed, and the ports of call. Therefore, if the costing is done
properly, we will have for practical purposes of control a known
cost factor, substantially subject to the control of management.
It is management's task to adjust this controllable factor so as to
make the greatest possible net profit with the aid of, but in spite
of, the uncontrollable factors such as revenue.
In saying this, I am not admitting that revenue is such an uncontrollable factor. I concede that it is a very unknown quantity,
especially where too much time is spent contemplating the distant
blossoms of better business and not enough in a vigorous "ways
and means" campaign to get more business.
Certain it is that tune does not permit a detailed discussion of
14
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the mechanics of preparing a flexible operating budget for ship line operation. Briefly, however, it is built up from various units
of operation. By the methods described, each operating activity is
in relation to the volume factor which influences its cost, volume
of cargo, time, distance, etc.
Working with these units, knowing them separately and in their
relation to the total enterprise, the trained business navigator can
set a course to profit. As already explained, a true course is
not always followed. Probably the adverse trade winds would call
for a drastic change in the course. Conceivably, during the year
changes in the itinerary of vessels might appear expedient. By
using the original "chart to profits" a new course can be set.
Checking voyage -to- voyage results against the new chart, supported by underlying measures of unit performance influences
the formation of management policy to meet the changing conditions.
I know of no better way to convey the basic idea of flexible
planning and charting a profit course than to discuss briefly
the accompanying chart. This shows graphically an actual operation of a freight line. The graph is not a theoretical concept,
out something hammered out on the anvil of experience.
In looking at the simple straight lines do not be deceived. They
cannot be drawn until measures of activity and their costs are
established, until "Fixed Costs" are known, variable costs and
degree of variability determined.
Following, briefly, is an interpretation of the chart: the revenue,
in multiples of $100,000, starts from zero and goes up to an
estimated potential of $1,700,000. Costs are grouped in the four
major divisions of operating activity; cargo operations, port
operations, sea operations, indirect burden (administration).
With the exception of cargo operations, which move in direct
relation to the volume of cargo, all other costs are "fixed," but
fixed only in the sense that, except in a very general way, they
are not influenced by volume of cargo and revenue. This is the
"Cost of Service" and, as already explained, is essentially within
the control of management.
In the particular operation shown on the graph, "Cost of Service" is roughly $i,000,000 for the planned voyages to a specified
number of ports. Obviously then, for the sailings scheduled for
15
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the year just the "readiness to serve," without a ton of cargo,
will cost $i,000,000. Cost for handling the cargo will vary with
the volume of cargo carried. In this particular service the ratio
of cargo cost to revenue, progressively built up over a period of
time, is remarkably constant for a measure which on the surface
would appear to be quite variable because of the variety of cargo.
And this has been true with other services although the ratio
level varies between different services. Therefore, we may say
with a very reasonable degree of accuracy, that at varying levels
of revenue the cost for cargo operations will be approximately
that shown on the chart.
The revenue forecast for the period is $t,480,000, and at that
level of revenue total costs will be roughly $i,53o,000. The operating loss is, of course, the scaled distance between the revenue
line and the total cost line at the point of the budget, that is,
about $50,000. If revenue decreases the operating loss increases,
as shown by the widening area below the budget point. Should improved conditions of trade, or more intelligent enterprise by the
"Selling Unit" increase revenue, operations would break even at
$i,56o,000. And beyond the break -point profits increase substantially. This, of course, is because of the high cost of service,
which, when absorbed, leaves a substantial part of every revenue
dollar as net profit.
In this particular ship line insistent emphasis should certainly
be placed upon selling. In others, such a graph has clearly indicated the hopelessness of enough revenue to break even, and
the only alternative was a retrenchment in service. When faced
with this problem, the possession of accurate costs for various
measures of activity makes it relatively easy to plot on this original
chart the degree of retrenchment required. The break -even point
is, of course, governed by the height and angle of the lines. The
results will be determined by the influence of changed measures
of activity on the height and angle of the lines separating the
logical division of operation shown on the chart.
These summary remarks do not exhaust the possibilities of
charting the course of business. Watched by those schooled in
their use, the operating budget and the profit chart are very
highly polished instruments of management control. Actual results will probably not follow exactly these straight lines on the
17
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chart. Neither does the master of a vessel follow the up and
down cross lines — "purely imaginary lines which divide the earth's
surface into segments. The line of latitude and the position of
the vessel to them are the product of man's thinking."
So it is with the operating budget, the profit chart, and other
management methods described. They do not assure profits, but
judiciously used they will make profits more secure. There should
at least come to the chief executive the mental compensation that
he is doing his best with the controllable forces which make or
wreck the business.

SO M E ASPECTS O F P L A N T L E D G E R S A N D P U B L I C
UT I L I T Y PLANT ACCOUNTING
By Herm an W. Booz er,
General Auditor, Georgia Power Co., Atlanta, Ga.
integrated economic structure is encompassed in
A FULLY
the modern hydro - electric public utility system, stretching
from river plant to farm, factory and home, and backed up by
steam power plants which supplement the hydro plants to compensate for irregular stream flow. The product, electricity, is under
control of the same business enterprise from the raw material
source in the running stream until delivered at the door of the
ultimate consumer; yet the running water does not start production until the very moment you lazily place your order by
pressing the electric button in your home.
Electric Plant Described.
What manner of plant accomplishes this marvel of production
and distribution? Let's look at it for a few moments: First,
the production plant, of water wheels and generators, or of
boilers and turbo - generators. Next, the packing plant, the step up transformer that packs electricity in high voltage wrappers for
long distance shipment over the transportation system, which is
the network of transmission lines. At each city along the line is
a break -bulk station, the central city substation, that receives the
high voltage package and breaks it into medium voltage packages
18
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which are dispatched over terminal facilities, called feeders, to load
centers which are comparable to the many shopping centers scattered throughout a city. In each load center is a chain store outlet in th e for m of a distribution substation, which rewraps the
product in smaller voltage packages that are sent out over primary
distribution circuits much like a department store truck delivers
packages. When the delivery truck stops at the line transformer
on a pole in your block, the package is unwrapped and the particular quantity of low voltage electricity you ordered is delivered
over the secondary wires to your door. But still we are not
through with it, until it is measured on the meter we keep at your
door, so that you will have to pay only for what you receive and
not for the portion that leaks or evaporates in transit.
Electricity is almost indefinable. Your dictionary merely tells
you it is "a power in nature, a manifestation of energy, exhibiting
itself" under many described conditions. You probably picture
a continuous path of copper wire from your reading lamp back
to the power house dynamo —but you're wrong. That copper
path has a gap in every transformer, which is necessary to change
voltage at those packing plants, break -bulk stations, and load center outlets. The current in your lamp bulb is not even the same
current generated in the dynamo —it is an induced current created
in the nearest transformer from another current of a different
voltage, which was induced from another at a previous transformer, and so on, many, many times, back to the power house.
Yet because electricity travels at the speed of light, we say it is
generated at the instant you use it. Can't you see it requires an
elaborate plant, a very costly plant, to accomplish all this?
How would you like to be load dispatcher for a network of electric lines fed by ten major power houses and spread like a giant
spiderweb into every county but two in Alabama? Did you even
know we have a central load dispatcher? He cannot route your
order — electricity routes itself —but he has to keep the right channels open and sufficient channels to supply the demand, and he
orders the various generators at the distant power houses to begin producing or stop producing as the demand of the customers
goes up or down. When the interconnecting lines between utility
companies are in use, as frequently happens, some unusual event,
such as the breakdown of a generator five hundred miles away,
19
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may cause the load in that vicinity to drain electricity in a sudden
surge that will upset the equilibrium over a vast area. In spite
of such things, your electric clock keeps perfect time on a perfect frequency of sixty cycles per second. It is as if a great number
of hearts were beating in unison, and as each generator goes
into production it must be tuned in perfectly to prevent injecting
contrary waves into the arteries. Sitting amid a bewildering array
of dials, gauges and instruments, and surrounded by telephones
and wireless equipment, the central load dispatcher controls the
functioning of the magnificent plant which keeps the electric pulse
in every tiny blood vessel circuit beating with the precision of
time itself.
With that kind of plant as the background, I hope you will
follow closely my discussion of some aspects of plant accounting.

Plant Accounting Defined
In an address last year, Mr. Park Chamberlain, of the United
Light & Power Company of Chicago, defined accounting thus:
"Accounting, in its modern concept, is the art of accurately
recording the financial transactions of a business enterprise
and correctly portraying its investment in property, its
equities and its income."
Correctly portraying its investment in property —not the value
of its property, not the replacement cost of its property, but its
investment in property —that is accounting for fixed assets, or
plant accounting. A portion of the original investment may be
charged off against income year by year, but what remains unrecovered now is the present investment. I challenge you to find a
better definition —plant accounting for a business enterprise is
correctly portraying its investment in plant property.
I like to think of plant accounting as involving neither value
nor loss in value, but only cost and the amortization thereof,
which is the attempt to allocate fairly the cost over certain accounting periods. Contrary to the impression created by appraisers, and contrary to the literature of accounting, the accounting device called a depreciation reserve is not a valuation
reserve, but only a reserve for amortization of the investment in
plant. Value at any stated time, or sound appraised value as it is
20
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commonly understood, is the result of appraised reproduction or
replacement cost less appraised accrued depreciation; and although
such appraised reproduction -cost depreciation could be called a
valuation reserve, that term should not be applied to the book
depreciation reserve that is the device for amortizing the plant investment.
Land in the hands of a realtor may be his stock in trade held
for resale; mineral lands may be in part consumed through depletion of natural resources; but normally the only true fixed asset
is land. Being the only permanent asset not subject to depreciation in its every day sense, land should always be carried in accounts separate from other plant assets. My remaining remarks
will treat of buildings, machinery and equipment, the depreciable
plant items.
Depreciation Defined
What is depreciation? One of the best definitions was given in
1934 by the U. S. Supreme Court in the Illinois Bell Telephone
case:

"Broadly speaking, depreciation is the loss not restored
by current maintenance, which is due to all the factors causing the ultimate retirement of the property. These fattors
embrace wear and tear, decay, inadequacy, and obsolescence."

That is depreciation in its real meaning, a problem for the engineer and the appraiser, a fact finding problem. But from the
accounting viewpoint, the problem is to determine the time when
the property will be retired and its net salvage value at that date,
giving consideration to all the factors that may cause its ultimate
retirement; then, to determine fairly the portion of the service
value (cost less ultimate net salvage) applicable to each interim
accounting period. It is immaterial to this discussion whether the
method of allocation be the straight -line calculation, the production -unit calculation, the sinking fund procedure, the retirement
expense or any other procedure. Time does not permit renewing
the eternal debate over the merits of each method, a debate that
can never receive any but an arbitrary decision. This was clearly
expressed by Justice Brandeis with a concurrence of Justice
Holmes in a dissenting opinion in the United Railways case in
1930, in which he said:
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"There is no regularity in the development of depreciation. It does not proceed in accordance with any mathematical law. There is nothing in business experience, or in
the training of experts, which enables man to say to what
extent service life will be impaired by the operation of a single
year, or of a series of years less than the service life."
Some Fundamentals of Plant Ledgers
We accountants, frequently lacking acquaintance with the physical equipment reflected in our records, are prone to let engineers
and appraisers establish and control the detailed plant ledgers.
The aid of engineers and appraisers is definitely necessary in the
operation of plant ledgers, but the accountant must not sidestep
his responsibility for at least two fundamentals. Mark these well.
First, the detailed plant ledgers have to be in agreement with
the general ledger controlling accounts. Second, the detailed plant
ledgers should agree with the assets, the physical items, actually
in existence.
At the annual N.A.C.A. convention in Cincinnati last year, Mr.
A. B. Hossack, Vice President of the American Appraisal Company, delivered an address in which he said:
"In order to maintain a proper control of plant assets, it
is my belief that the only satisfactory way is to use an item
control for most accounts, or at least a very limited group
control."
Probably few will disagree with Mr. Hossack's opinion. Yet
I am bold enough to express my conviction, bolstered by sad experience, that a literal application of his statement will wreck the
best of plant accounting systems. It requires seasoned judgment
to select the proper items to subject to that individual item control,
or else your system will be buried under a mass of details in trying to record and control every two -by -four item of equipment.
In the utility business there is a never ending march of many
small items from the warehouse into plant, and back again into
the warehouse or the scrap heap. When the line in your section of town becomes overloaded, it must be replaced with heavier
wire, larger transformers, etc.; but the equipment taken down is
probably not worn out, and it is kept for use at another place
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where additional customers require a smaller capacity line. This
continual shifting of plant items from places where they are outmoded to places where they will still render adequate service, is a
nice little problem in handling detail. The problem is multiplied
tenfold by having sections of our plant constructed wherever
needed, from many small parts withdrawn from material stocks
maintained at approximately a hundred towns.
A plant ledger system naturally requires detail. Yet if it is
overdone, if there is too much detail to be handled economically
and practically, your system will soon receive an obituary notice
and a tombstone bearing the epitaph "Wasted Effort." In the
words of Justice Holmes, you will find yourself on an ocean of
facts but "plunged into a thick fog of details."
Units of Property Distinguished From Maintenance
What constitutes an item that can be economically and practically controlled through the detailed plant ledger, that can be subject to a reasonably accurate depreciation calculation, that can be
missed when it is gone and be properly eliminated from the accounts? Probably public utilities have come nearest to the answer, through years of painful trial- and -error experience. While
not yet perfect, I believe the fruit of that experience is well reflected in the list of "units of property" for electric utilities prescribed this February by the Federal Power Commission. A
"unit of property" is an item of plant which can be recorded and
kept track of, and which can be properly eliminated from plant
account upon retirement, whether or not replaced. Anything
less than a unit of property is designated a "minor item of property," meaning the associated parts or items of which units of
property are composed.
Perhaps you can understand this from some illustrations of the
way our company is presently applying the Federal Power Commission's prescribed units. A small building, such as a garage,
is a unit of property; the roof is merely a minor item of that unit.
A large power plant building comprises several units: the roof
is a unit in itself, the foundation is a unit, the superstructure is
a unit; the plumbing system is a unit, but a lavoratory is a minor
item; etc. Among power plant equipment, a boiler is a unit,
the stoker equipment is a unit, a turbine is a unit, a switchboard
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panel is a unit; but switchboard wiring and instruments are minor
items of a switchboard panel. In the transmission system, a steel
tower is a unit; a wood pole structure comprises two units, one
the pole, the other unit the complete set of cross arms, guy wires
and pole fixtures associated with the pole, each cross arm, guy
wire or minor fixture being a minor item; a unit of conductor wire
consists of one span of a complete circuit, each wire of the ordinary circuit being a minor item.
Do you get the idea? A unit of property — something reasonably possible of recording, identifying, depreciating, and eliminating from the accounts upon retirement. A minor item —something included in the cost of the complete unit when installed, then
forgotten insofar as records are concerned. Any interim replacement of a minor item is merely a repair to the complete unit and
chargeable directly to maintenance expense of the current accounting period. Don't you agree that this is a tremendous advantage in
defining the shadowy line between maintenance and capital?
Controlling the Changes in Plant
There is no more difficult accounting job than controlling the
changes in plant investment which are continually taking place
in every large plant. I fear this is not sufficiently emphasized in
accounting schools, nor even half appreciated by many accountants
of excellent standing who are expert at things like depreciation calculations but all too often "miss the boat" over the basic problem
of controlling the changes in plant. Every executive worth his
salt should insist upon having his accounting personnel exercise
proper control over the execution of managerial orders to add to,
replace, or take away from plant.
A change in plant requires advance accounting review, not just
to assign a plant job number for accumulating the expenditure,
but to determine if the proposed change should be accounted for in
plant accounts. Certainly the operating manager or superintendent
should give his first -hand recommendation, but the final decision
must always be an accounting decision as to whether the proposed expenditure shall be charged to plant accounts or to the
superintendent's operating expenses. Sometimes the sword may
cut the other way, and you will have to clash with the tax con 24
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scious executive who inclines toward rebuilding his plant entirely
on maintenance.
If the plant expenditure is anything more than a purchase of
ready -to- operate equipment, verified by a receiving report, there
should be a completion report verifying from inspection the existence of the installed or constructed unit of plant. Such a completion report from an inspector, engineer or superintendent,
should describe in terms of units of property that will be set up in
the detailed plant ledger, and should record machine serial numbers or assigned equipment numbers for identifying the unit.
When you die, your relatives or friends will promptly notify
the insurance company, who, let us hope, has a good reserve and
can pay off on your policy. But when that unit of property dies,
its neighborhood employees are often indifferent about notifying
the insuring accounting department, who, we hope, has a good
depreciation reserve and can also pay off. The accountant should
provide a proper notification form, frequently called a retirement
report, should make it as simple and easy as possible to prepare,
and should never cease reminding operating managers and superintendents of their duty in this matter of plant death. If the work
order estimate and authorization form is properly designed, it will
include an authorization for the related retirements, from which
tracers can be sent out for those retirement reports that fail to
arrive in a reasonable time. The unreported retirements, however,
are usually those units of property which are abandoned, junked,
or otherwise retired from service without being replaced. Nothing
less than a complete plant inventory will disclose all such missing
units, but continual reminders to the operating men, buttressed
with spot checking and inspection of sections of the plant from
time to time, will produce most satisfactory results.
If you have (i) a preview to determine whether the proposed
change is properly plant accounting or maintenance, ( 2 ) a reasonable internal audit of the charges to plant accounts, (3) a completion report or verification of the existence of the new unit of
property, and (4) a retirement report or advice of the retirement
of a unit from service, provided you have restricted your detailed
plant ledgers to reasonable sized units that can be recorded and
kept track of, you will have full control over changes in plant in25
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vestment. And if you have such control, you will undoubtedly
have good plant records, whatever their arrangement or form.
Philosophy

of Plant Accounting

Too many acountants seem unable to think straight, and consequently think and talk misunderstandingly about the apparent intricacies of plant acounting. Three months ago, at the close of an
educational accounting meeting in our company, an accounting
employee who had not before fully understood the principle of
plant accounting, remarked how clear it appeared when simply
defined. Since the definition then used portrays my philosophy of
plant accounting, I am going to close this talk by repeating that
A -B -C concept:
If a plant, such as a factory, never had its books closed during
its entire life and, therefore, had only a single long accounting
period, the cost of the plant could be charged to expenses when
built, just as office supplies are charged to expenses. However, the
customary acounting period is a year, and since the building and
equipment will be in use many years, their cost is charged to plant
account; and through the device called a depreciation reserve a
fair portion of the cost is amortized or allocated to the expenses
of each year. In other words, plant account is a deferred charge
applicable to future accounting periods, very much as prepaid insurance is applicable to future periods.
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